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SPECIFICATIONS

Supertender 325 and 365 Deluxe Console RIB

The NEW Supertender 325/365 Deluxe Console RIBs combine the 

Supertender RIB with our NEW Deluxe Fiberglass console unit. Together 

they create an amazing small boat, boasting more storage than any 

boat this size. Superior comfort and exceptional performance from a 

deep-V Hull, result in the best small console RIB in rough water. The 

custom-designed console offers more legroom for the driver, creating 

an exceptionally comfortable riding position. Integrated seat cushions 

and backrest combined with the smooth ride of the deep-V hull give 

passengers the feeling of being in a boat twice the price. Unlike other 

RIBs this size, the Supertender’s hull has a Deep V which cuts smoothly 

through rough chop for a smoother ride and deflects water down into 

cross winds so you stay dry in rough windy conditions.  This combined 

with the wider bow design also blocks any spray keeping it away from 

passengers. The Supertender has a pronounced chine which grips 

better in turns so there is no cavitation of the motor.  The V in the hull 

is gradually reduced to stern creating a section in the rear of the hull 

for lift and improved early planing.  Smooth dry ride combined with 

early planing.  Everything you need in a small rigid inflatable boat.

*weight may vary by engine brand     **Persons, Motor, Gear

•  Extra Deep V in the hull provides a smoother ride
in rough water

• Hull shape deflects water down for a dryer ride

•  Wider bow means more space up front and room enough
for a large bow locker which fits a large 6.6 gallon gas tank

•  Built tough from Walker Bay’s DuraTech™ molded
construction. Vacuum resin molded with a foam core
making it stronger and lighter that other comparable boats

• Available in either German Heytex PVC or ORCA CSM fabric

• Large 18” diameter tubes and towing D-Rings included

•  Additional reinforcement areas in the hull and deck for
different davit lifting point options

•  Tube set length matched to LOA with motor for
maximum performance

• Deluxe seat and large Bow Locker

Length  
Beam  
Overall Length  
Recommended HP 
Boat Weight* 
Maximum Persons 
Maximum Load** 
Tube Material 
Max HP
Recommended HP 
Shaft Length 

FEATURES

CONSOLE 325STX

10’8” / 325cm
64” / 163cm
10’7” / 325cm 
20HP
259Lbs / 118kg
5
1709Lbs / 777kg 
Heytex PVC or ORCA CSM 
30HP
20HP
Short

CONSOLE 365STX

12’ / 365cm
67” / 170cm
12’1” / 367 
20HP
314Lbs / 143kg
5 
1950Lbs / 886kg 
Heytex PVC or ORCA CSM 
30HP
20HP
Short & Long


